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World War II Seizure
Ron Bentley
Indochina offers a fertile field to collectors of censor markings. Of course, virtually all the postal
history items that we see today must have been judged safe based on the fact that the censors had allowed
the letters to renter the mail stream. What about the items that the censors thought were security threats?
What happened to them? Presumably, the letters were destroyed after noting who the correspondents were
and perhaps sending the security police to visit the correspondents armed with some tough questions.
To prevent the letters from getting back into the mails, the confiscated covers were stamped with a
“seizure” marking. The example shown here from 1943 is the only one that I have seen from Indochina.
Translated, the hexagonal making simply says “Seized by the Military Authority.” SICP member J. F.
Gibot alerted me to the fact that a similar marking has been recorded for France proper.1 ∞

1

Histoire Postale et Militaire de la Deuxième Guerre Mondiale; by Lt Colonel Deloste; Editions de l'Echangiste Universel; 1969.
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Editor/ Executive Secretary’s Report
Mark your calendars for the next "official" SICP get-together at NAPEX in McLean, Virginia on 7
June 2003. I recently attended a meeting of the France and Colonies group in Great Britain. Annually,
they have a weekend get together and everybody brings 16 pages to share. Maybe, we try something along
these lines at the annual NAPEX meeting that draws a number of SICP members from around the country.
The problem will be to get everybody to stop trading material long enough to allow the speaker to explain
his subject.
Our current financial condition is summarized as follows:
Assets held by Executive Secretary
Balance of funds on hand 31 December 2001
Income (dues, sales of back issues and CD ROMs, etc.):
Expenses: Publication and distribution of journal
Washington 2006 donation
NAPEX meeting expense
CD ROM Materials
Web Site Hosting Service
Subtotal

$5,700.11
2,610.50
1,097.71
500.00
105.99
85.55
169.40
1,958.65

Balance of funds as of 31 December 2002

$6,351.96

Assets held by Auction Manager
Balance of funds on hand 31 December 2001
Income: Commission earned on SICP Auction #58
Expenses: Post office box rental (December 2002 - December 2003)

$6,446.86
206.61
70.00

Balance of funds as of 31 December 2002

$6,583.47

Total SICP assets as of 31 December 2002

$12,935.43

New members to our society are:
768

Caroline Requet
34 rue de Robien
Saint Brieuc 22000
France

769

Ronald Matteri
123 Sleepy Hollow Drive
San Anselmo, CA 94960

Indochina, North and South Vietnam

770

Joe Millington
21A York Mansions
Price of Wales Drive
London SW11 4DL
United Kingdom

Thailand
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Service Suspended Viet-Nam Cover
Joe Cartafalsa
Sometimes you get a piece of mail that you must keep, and if it fits into your collection that is even
better. The illustrated cover is one of those.
In 1975, my then wife and I were living in South Viet-Nam. A friend in the United States had sent a
letter to us and unknowingly created a desirable piece of postal history. The sender applied a 10-cent
Jefferson Memorial stamp to the envelope and mailed the letter. It was first postmarked on 12 February
1975. A four line handstamp was applied with “.08” written in the blank space denoting the amount of
postage to be added. After receiving the returned letter, the sender applied a second 10 cent stamp,
overpaying the 18 cents foreign, first-class, surface rate for letters of one ounce or less. This rate was
established as part of the Tariff of 2 March 1974. The letter was postmarked again, this time on 13
February 1975.
The letter went by ship, but never arrived as mail service had been suspended with the fall of Saigon at
the end of April 1975. The envelope was handstamped “SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED.”
The “pointing finger” marking was applied and the letter was again returned to the sender in New Jersey.
Docketing on the reverse indicates that the letter was returned on 16 August 1975.
We were back in the USA by August 1975 and the letter was handed to us. A very long journey, for
each one of us! ∞

Figure 1. A 1975 mailing could not reach Joe Cartafalsa because it was first underpaid
and then mail service had been suspended.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I wish to bring to members’ attention dealer practices that result in the creation of “new products.” As
cited in my report on “Lao Specialty Items” (ICP 156), the identification of philatelic items even by
competent auctioneers and buyers is at times difficult. This identification problem is especially difficult
when dealers attempt to create a market for a product that, technically or actually, does not exist.
Since the early 1970s when I first became aware of the “rare imperfs” problem relating to Lao stamps,
I have addressed the issue whenever I could, but with little impact obviously. The point is quite simple:
The philatelic item with respect to Deluxe Presentation Sheets (sheets of 4 vignettes) is the sheet itself, and
not the individual vignettes. The philatelic item of a sheet of postage stamps sold at the post office is the
individual stamp; that is, the intent is to separate each stamp from the sheet as required.
A Deluxe Presentation Sheet on the other hand is designed like a souvenir sheet; that is, as a single
entity. The only Lao “rare imperf” issued prior to 1975 is the Human Rights issue of 1963. [For those
who have seen the Yvert catalog’s listing of numerous imperforate stamps of the early issues, such listing
is apparently inaccurate, as is the listing of four stamps cited as having been issued in alternate colors. I
have contacted Yvert about supplying verification that such items actually exist, and they have failed to
respond. All such early imperforates are more than likely the result of them being cut from “Imperforate
Issue Proofs” that are printed for most, if not all, issues of Lao stamps.]
Now, the point concerning the Deluxe Presentation Sheets is this —by calling the vignettes of these
sheets “stamps” in the sense of a “postage stamp,” it dilutes the value and significance of the actual item,
the sheet. The argument by the dealers is that by cutting them up, it gives more collectors an opportunity to
have such an item for their collection. Of course, that is about as reasonable as cutting up an inverted Jenny
block so four collectors can each claim that they have a “piece” of the real thing.
But now we have an even greater dilution of the value of these sheets, which in fact are Deluxe
Presentation Proofs. A stamp Auction is now listing the following: “Imperforate Vertical Gutter Blocks,”
in which the Deluxe Presentation Proof is considered a Gutter Block, and an imperforate one at that. This
can only exist if each vignette is considered a separate “stamp.” The APS defines “gutter” as: “The
spaces between the design of one unit and that of the next; whether the unit be a stamp, a pane or a sheet.”
Therefore, these sheets of 4 vignettes cannot be “Vertical Gutter Blocks” since the “unit” is the sheet.
Dealers may be able to make a better sale by diluting the value of an item as a philatelic entity.
Nonetheless, I believe that we need to resist such temptation, or we will have more buyers willing to pay
$700.00 for a $50.00 item just due to the manner in which an auctioneer describes the item.
Kenneth R. Thompson ∞
Lao Stamps Catalog
Ken Thompson
Recently, I received the "Lao Stamps Catalogue" from Thailand. I can vouch that it is an excellent
investment for $10.00. Fully illustrated in color on thick glossy paper, it is a MUST for any Lao collector.
It can be obtained from Perapol Raimathurapong at the following address: Perapol, P.O. Box 9, Thaphra
Post Office, Bangkok, BKK 10603, Thailand. He can be reached at the following e-mail address:
mrstamps@hotmail.com. ∞
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More Censor Markings in Cambodia from 1970 to 1975
Thierry Wiart.
My former article on the use of censor markings in Cambodia from 1970 to 1975 (ICP 149) needs to
be updated. Recently, I discovered three covers with censor markings written in Khmer.
J. Desrousseaux, in his study1 only mentions them in passing: “A red mark in Khmer from SiemreapAngkor which seems to be a censor mark is noted. (?)” The question mark and the lack of details (he is
usually very thorough) prove we are reaching into an unknown area.
In chronological order, the first mark was applied to the reverse of a registered cover from Pursat
posted on 4 November 1970 (Figure 1). It is composed of three lines of lettering. A line, cut in the middle
by a dot, separates the first and second lines.

Figure 1. Marking on registered cover from Pursat of 4 November 1970
I do not speak Khmer, but I imagine the first line means “Censored” much the same as censor marks
in French.
The second example comes on a registered cover from Kompongsom (ex-Sihanoukville) dated 24 July
1971 (Figure. 2a). It has only two lines separated by a stroke. The first line means “Khmer republic”
(based on a comparison with the legend on the stamps of the period) and the last word of the second line
“Censored” (I guess, it is the same word on the first line of Figure 1.)
Weakly struck, it is hardly readable with under-inked letters and pale ink. Only an enlargement permits
one to see any of the details. Moreover, it is the only cover that I have seen with a marking applied twice.
(See Figure 2b.)
It can be distinguished from the third one only by one detail : a letter at the fourth place on the second
line. (It is the letter masked by the "1" and "9" of "1971.") There are ten letters on the second line.
1

J. Desrousseaux, Postes et courriers français d’Extrême-Orient, livre 7, Les nouveaux états d’Indochine (To be reprinted by
COLFRA in the near future).
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More Censor Markings in Cambodia from 1970 to 1975

Figure 2a. Enlargement of the first mark on registered cover from Kompongsom
(ex-Sihanoukville) of 24 July 1971.

Figure 2b. Enlargement (with computer enhancement) of the second marking on same cover.
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More Censor Markings in Cambodia from 1970 to 1975
The third censor mark is on a letter from Phnom Penh R.P. dated 4 October 1971. The lack of a letter
between the two points at the fourth place makes it different of the second one. There are clearly only nine
letters on the second line.

Figure 3. Censor marking on 4 October 1971 letter from Phnom Penh.
This one is well marked and very readable. The lack of the letter can not be attributed to an
interpretation of an ambiguous handstamp. It is really hard to measure the second one, but by superposing
them I conclude that they are the same size. Are they the same mark, but one had an extra letter removed?
So far then, we have eight different censor marks. Do more exist? According to Desrousseaux, another
one was used at Siemreap-Angkor.
What are they used for exactly? Were they used differently from those in French? We could have
postulated that they were provincial censor markings, but the third comes from Phnom Penh R.P.!
Moreover I have other covers from Kompong-Thom, Takhmau, Battambang, Kampot with censor markings
in French or none censor marking at all.
Finally, I had questioned the real existence of censorship up to 17 April 1975. Two covers from
Phnom Penh R.P. I found recently show that censorship was indeed in effect. One cover is dated 18
February 1975 (Figure 4) and the second is dated 5 April 1975. The fact that both carry a censor marking
proves that censorship did exist up to the end of Khmer Republic.
Of course, some of this is speculative. Little solid information exists for this troubled period.
Translation assistance by an SICP member or someone else knowledgeable in Khmer would be most
welcomed. In the meantime, anyone who has examples of these or other markings may want to send them
to the editor of ICP so that together we can collect more definitive information about the dates of use for
each Cambodian censor markings. ∞
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More Censor Markings in Cambodia from 1970 to 1975

Figure 4. Late censored Phnom Penh R.P. cover is dated 18 February 1975.
Vietnam Culture - The Long Dress
Joe Cartafalsa
Upon arriving in Vietnam, maybe even before arriving if you are flying in on Air Vietnam, one of the
first things one notices is the long dress and pants combination being worn by females who appear to float
along the sidewalks. This visually appealing outfit is called an “ao dai.” In the south it is pronounced
“owl yai” and in the north “owl zai.”
The ao dai can be the traditional 4-flap version from the north as worn at Tet or the modern 3-flap style
used for everyday wear. Early versions date back to 1744 (Nguyen Dynasty) when Lord Vu Vuong
decreed that both men and women should wear an ensemble of trousers and a gown that buttoned down the
front. The style seen today originated in 1930. Fashion designer and writer Cat Tuong lengthened the top
so that it reached the floor, and moved the buttons from the front to the side.. It became the everyday dress
for women but men began to wear it only for formal ceremonies such as weddings and funerals. Modern
woman’s styles are shown in Figure 1. There have been various changes in design, mainly in the seams
running from the collar to the underarm allowing a more form-fitting garment.
Speaking of form-fitting, approximately sixty measurements are taken to produce the “perfect” fit for
the dress. Each dress is made specifically for the owner.
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Vietnam Culture - The Long Dress

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows older styles of ao dai (type with buttons in front). The woman squatting down at the
front left is wearing a “ao ba ba” which is the black trousers with a short blouse tied with a belt. This
outfit is still worn by country folks and is the source of the “black pajamas” familiar to so many US
veterans.
The color is an indication of the wearer’s age and status. Young girls wear pure white, fully lined
outfits symbolizing their purity. See Figure 3. As they grow older but are still unmarried, they wear soft
pastel colors. Only married women wear gowns of strong, rich colors (with white or black pants). The ao
dai has now become the standard dress of many office workers, hotel staff, banks, etc.

Figure 3.
Ao dai were more popular in the South than the North, but that is changing with the build-up of the
tourist industry. Ao dai declined after the fall of Saigon in 1975, until 1989 when the government decided
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Vietnam Culture - The Long Dress
that the traditional dress was a national treasure and urged (demanded?) that female students begin wearing
the white ao dai again.
In 1992, the Tien Phong Newspaper beauty contest winner
became the national beauty queen to represent the nation. Most post
card outlets feature sets of 10 post cards showing different styles of
ao dai as well as the winners of national beauty contests in their
winning ao dais. Figure 4 shows a modern ao dai as worn on the
street.
But what does all of this fashion stuff have to do with philately?
Well, in Vietnam, there are many philatelic items showing ao dai as
well as other native or ethnic minority clothing. This has become an
area of topical collecting with detailed one-frame exhibits being
shown in local and regional exhibitions. And of course at the
exhibitions and associated activities such as award dinners, ao dai
are worn.
In the USA, ao dai are being worn again by the Vietnamese in
their communities. Today, they are worn for weddings, funerals and
church on Sunday. ∞

Printing Codes on Lao Stamps
Kenneth R. Thompson

Figure 4. Modern ao dai worn by
Miss Mai.

The designation of the type of printing processes inscribed on
sheets of Lao stamps is an area of continuing interest to me. It
really began when I received a letter from the Director of
L’Imprimerie des Timbres-Poste, Perigueux, France in 1971. The
director had provided only minimal direct information, but did send
me two publications: La Fabrication des Timbres-Poste Français
and Direction de L’Imprimerie des Timbres-Poste—Fabrication &
Répartition des Timbres-Poste, both published in 1954.

Originally, I had questioned him about the inscriptions on sheets
of stamps. In his letter, the Director responded:
“The inscriptions HEL, TD3, TD6 printed at the bottom of the sheet, briefly give the printing process:
Hélio, copperplate engraving—3 colors, copperplate engraving—6 colors, followed by the machine
number.”
Examining the specimens in Figure 1, the first print code, “T.D.3—1,” designates that it is taille-douce
(intaglio) printing in 3 colors on press number 1. For the second one, “HEL—2,” designates that it is
Heliogravure printing on press number 2.
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Printing Codes on Lao Stamps

Figure 1. Print code inscriptions on the King Sisavang-Vong 10th Anniversary sheet on the left \
[T.D.3-1] and the Cornice in the Gallery of the King sheet on the right [HEL-2].
The first use of Heliogravure (HEL) printing to produce Lao stamps occurred with the “Scenes from
the Buddhist Legend of Phra Vet Sandone” issue of 17 November 1964 [Michel #143-146, Scott #96-99].
Intaglio printing had been used to print all Lao stamps prior to this issue.
A problem arises, however, when confronted with the printing codes shown in Figure 2. The Director
had not given any explanation of these printing designations. However, by a careful reading of the manual
he had sent, along with analyses by American. engravers and an accumulation of enough samples, I believe
that a reasonable interpretation of these print codes can be derived. This research was finalized during
communications with Giorgio Leccese who provided additional information concerning the transition of
print code designations in 1964. However, the transition period is of little significance for Laos, as only the
Nubia issue was produced during this time. As I have yet to obtain a sheet or plate block with the required
print code, I am unable to determine how the Nubia sheets relate to the transition period.

Figure 2. Print code inscriptions on two Malaria sheets [ID7 and IX9] and the Human Rights sheet [IB12].
Turning then to what we can determine, we know that the printing processes subsequent to 17
November 1964, were copperplate engraving or Heliogravure. Those prior to November 17th were printed
on rotary engraving processes, except for the Deluxe Proofs that were printed on flat plate presses. Any
printing process designated by “T.D.3” or “T.D.6” was done on a Chambon Rotary Typographic Press
similar to that shown in Figure 3, or an upgrade of such a rotary press.
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Printing Codes on Lao Stamps

Figure 3. Chambon Rotary Typographic Press (circa 1954).

Figure 4. An assembly of Chambon Rotary Typographic Presses designed for
sheet reception. The printer had 18 such presses in 1954.
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Printing Codes on Lao Stamps

Figure 5. Copperplate printing by hand. “Actually, our hand presses are used
for the printing of proofs,” as they give exceptional quality stamp
production—“this is a true stamp.” (La Fabrication des Timbres-Poste
Français)
After evaluating all of the information available concerning print codes, the first conclusion relates to the
final number of the code. The final number designates the Machine Number. Therefore, the “ID7,”
“IX9,” and “IB12” in Figure 2 designate that these sheets were printed on Machine Numbers 7, 9, and
12, respectively.
Determining the meaning of the middle letter was discerned from the booklet provided by the Director
of Imprimerie and from Giorgio Leccese who confirmed that the press operator himself was designated by
a code on the sheets prior to 1964. All available information indicates that the middle letter is an Operator
Code. Thus, “D,” “X,” and “B” are the codes for the Operators of presses 7, 9, and 12 respectively.
The final consideration is the meaning of “I.” This code was used during the time when the printer
was named Atelier de Fabrication des Timbres-Poste. Atelier was the “Fabrication Workshop.” In the
resource booklet, it refers to the “Printing Works” as the area in which the stamps were manufactured.
“Printing Works” is translated as “Imprimerie.” The “Printing Works” would be but one area or
division of Atelier; for example, among other areas like the “Store House,” “Machine Repair,” etc., each
requiring its own designation. In view of the research completed, it is concluded that the “I” in each case
refers to the “Printing Works” division of Atelier; that is, “Imprimerie.”
Bring these factors all together, “ID7” indicates that the stamps were printed in the “Printing Works”
(Imprimerie) of Atelier, by Press Operator “D,” on Press Number 7.
Some interesting conclusions can be obtained by such an analysis. For example, it can be determined
that Operator “F” was responsible for printing sheets on 5 November 1957 on Machine #12 [IF12], but
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Printing Codes on Lao Stamps
by 30 September 1960, he had moved to operating Machine #14 [IF14]. In his place, Operator “B” was
responsible for Machine #12 [IB12].
The accuracy of this analysis can be further evaluated by checking not only additional sheets from
Laos, but from any country prior to 1964 for which Atelier was used to print the stamps. For example,
stamps from France, French Somali, New Caledonia, etc. all exhibit the same print codes. By comparing
the Press Operator and corresponding Machine Number at the same period of time for printing the various
sheets, it can be further confirmed whether the analysis presented here is in fact accurate.
On the other hand, if anyone has definitive information to the contrary, that also would be most
welcome. ∞
Research Sources and Acknowledgements:
Leccese, Giorgio. E-mail communications.
U.S. Engravers, whose observations kept pushing this research in the right direction:
Vince Mueller, President, Harper Engraving, Columbus, Ohio
Hugh Krieger, President, Jenner Company, LaGrange, Kentucky
John Black, Retired, Crane & Co., Dalton, Massachusetts
Christopher Crane, Crane & Co., Dalton, Massachusetts
Imprimerie des Timbres-Poste, Perigueux, France. La Fabrication des Timbres-Poste Français, 1954.
Imprimerie des Timbres-Poste, Perigueux, France. Direction de L’Imprimerie des TimbresPoste—Fabrication & Répartition des Timbres-Poste, 1954.

Revue ICARE
Ron Bentley
Sparked by M.S. Tyler's recent review in the January 2003 France and Colonies Philatelist, I wanted to
report here on the books offered by this organization. First, what is Revue ICARE? I quote from the
organization's web page (found at www.revue-icare.com):
"ICARE Magazine was founded in 1957 by Captain Pierre Chanoine, then President of Union of
French Airline Pilots (SNPL). Since then, traditionally, the Manager of the magazine is the acting
President of the Union. ICARE is put together by a team of pilots (on active duty or retired) on a
completely volunteer basis who spend their time collecting stories and photos for the magazine.
Occasionally, aviation specialists from around the world join the editing team.
"Since 1965, … ICARE has devoted its quarterly issues primarily to the History of Aviation, with
articles written by the contributors. However, the magazine is also a vehicle of communication for the
French Airline Pilots Union."
The organization has published nearly 200 high-quality books at bargain prices. [By virtue of their
size, I find it difficult to call them "magazines."] Each is printed on glossy paper in a large format (9 1/2 x
12 1/2 inches) with colorful cardstock covers. My volumes are each packed with photographs, drawings,
maps, etc. One need not read French to appreciate these very visual books. Of special interest to the
collector of Indochinese aerophilately are five of the volumes currently available.
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Revue ICARE
The first two items listed below do not have a philatelic slant. Their topics are far ranging, but are
essentially centered on recounting the development of the air routes from different perspectives. For these
two works, the photographs are black and white.
Air Orient Volume II covers the history of the airline over the period 1930-1947 in 110 pages.
(Unfortunately, I became aware of ICARE after Volume I had gone out of print.) Chapters are arranged
chronologically with emphasis on a few of the most important flights. This is ICARE book number 90
from 1979.
Air France Indochine starts with pre-World War I aviation and goes through 1945. Several topics are
dealt with in detail including (surprisingly) the Hanoi -Yunnan Railroad. With 138 pages, it includes
extensive pictures of people, places and airplanes. This is ICARE book number 163 from 1997.
The development of French airmails is covered in three of the most recent volumes. Each has many
color examples of covers showing first flights, accidents, etc.
La Poste Aerienne Française Volume I consists of 168 pages covering the Air France predecessor
companies 1909-1938 and African Airlines 1922-1940. The first Indochina flights are covered in pages
104-109. The beginnings of Air Asia and Air Orient are reported on pages 116-127. This is ICARE book
number 173 from 2000.
La Poste Aerienne Française Volume II is roughly chronological. The Far East Line during 1933-40
is covered on pages 14-21. The 1939-45 period is on pages 46-9 and in scattered places among the 165
pages of the volume. This is ICARE book number 177 from 2001.
La Poste Aerienne Française Volume III deals with Air France's forerunner airlines' major exploratory
flights in chronological order. Many of the classic flights to Indochina in the 1920s and 1930s are covered
with a few paragraphs and many examples of flight covers in the 161 pages of the final volume of the set.
This is ICARE book number 179 from 2001.
The ICARE website presents information in English about available titles. Each of the volumes
discussed in this article is priced less than 20 euros (before shipping). Volumes can be ordered via the
Internet (at the web site noted above) with a credit card and will arrive well packed via airmail (naturally). I
have placed two orders in recent years (one via fax and the last via the web) with no problems. For those
without Internet connection, the group can be contacted at:
ICARE
Le Dôme Aéroport Charles De Gaulle
BP 10955 CDG 95733
Tel 33 (0)149892406
Fax 33 (0)149892410
Email: revue@revue-icare.com
These books were not designed for original research, but rather as visually appealing volumes that invite
you to turn the pages to see what comes next. I recommend the five volumes cited here as great additions
to the library of any specialized collector of Indochinese airmail material. The last three volumes will be
most satisfying to the casual collector of this material. With respect to Indochina, the volume with the most
history is number 163 and the volume with the most aerophilatelic information is number 179. ∞
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U.S. Embassy in Cambodia Screened Cover
Andrew Crenshaw
The registered cover shown in Figure 1 bears an interesting censor marking presumably applied by the
Marine Security Guards at the United States Embassy in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. This hand-stamped
marking reads, “SCREENED BY______ / Initials of NCOIC (Non-Commissioned Officer In Charge).”
Someone with the initials CM was on duty when the cover arrived – his initials may be seen just beneath
the words Par Avion.
The cover was stapled closed after being censored. One of the three staples was subsequently removed
to allow the contents to be removed; the other two staples are still intact.

Figure 1. US Embassy in Phnom Penh "SCREENED" marking.
A strip of lavender 1R stamps from the 1961 issue depicting Krishna riding in a chariot, together with a
6R flower stamp issued in 1971, pay a total of 9 riels postage including the registry fee. The cover is
postmarked 7 May 1974 Phnom Penh and an 8 May 1974 backstamp is found on the reverse. Figure 2
shows the backstamp, together with a commemorative Red Cross Day marking applied in black ink. This
marking is also found in red, according to Richard Aspnes’ Commemorative Postal Markings.
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U.S. Embassy in Cambodia Screened Cover

Figure 2. The back of the cover has a commemorative Red Cross Day handstamp.
The addressee is Ambassador John Gunther Dean, who had been appointed to his post in Phnom Penh
only a few weeks prior to the letter reaching him at the embassy. It was Mr. Dean who ordered Operation
Eagle Pull that evacuated the embassy staff and around 150 Cambodians on 12 April 1975 as Khmer
Rouge forces overtook the city. The evacuation came as no surprise; it had been planned for two years
under the assumption that Cambodia’s American-backed government would eventually fall to communist
forces. United States Marines and Navy Forces completed the entire evacuation in two hours and twentythree minutes, with no reported casualties. ∞
50xu Stamp for the 10th Congress of World Trade Union
Lucian Lu
To commemorate the 10th Congress of World Trade Union held in Havana, Cuba in l 982, Vietnam
issued a series of two stamps with the face values of 50xu and 5d on February 10. The stamps were
designed by artist Trinh Quoc Thu and printed by Tien Bo Printing House in sheets of 100 stamps.
As usual, before the stamps were printed, there were a few sets of
essay proofs made for the artist and authority to approve. If the artist or
authority desire modifications, they note them in the proof and tell the
printer to make the changes.

Figure 1. For a proof, the
denomination (at bottom
right) is completely white.
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With regard to the 10th Congress of World Trade Union issue, the
5d stamps were unchanged from the essay proof. However, for the face
value 50xu stamps, the word "XU" of denomination of the essay proof
was in white (Figure 1). With the original printed stamps, the word
"XU" in white, but the word was nearly invisible. As a result, the
authorities ordered that a black word "XU" should be printed over the
white word "XU" as we see it today. After the stamps were issued and
offered to the public, collectors found two varieties of the overprinted
black word "XU":
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50xu Stamp for the 10th Congress of World Trade Union
1. The black word "XIJ' is shifted down out of the design. As shown in Figure 2, the positional
marking is shifted downward.
2. The black word "XU" is completely omitted. Figure 3 exhibits the absence of a black positional
marking.

Figure 2. Black "XU" shifted downward.

Figure 3. Black "XU" omitted.

The varieties of stamps were found in Central Post Office of Ho Chi Minh City in small quantities,
because the word "XU" was so tiny, no one paid it any attention – no one except for stamp collectors!
Were some found in the post offices in other cities? No one knows. ∞

Figure 4. I used both varieties of stamps on a registered cover to France in 1983. One of the 50xu
stamps not only was missing the black word "XU", the face value "50" was also invisible.
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Vietnamese Women Issue with Unusual Perforations
Lucian Lu
The Vietnamese Women series (Scott #343) issued on 23 March 1969 had a face value is 0d50.
Figure 1 shows a strip of three on piece cancelled by a military (QUAN BUU) postmark of 11 May 1967,
and small portion of a red military KBC postmark. The stamps were used 22 months before the official
date of issue! Even more interesting, the stamps were perforated by a sewing machine at the top, bottom,
and between first and second stamps from the left. Between second and third stamps, the strip is
completely imperforate.
How did this most unusual piece come about? The story is like this: The Vietnamese Women series
stamps were printed by Thomas de la Rue Group Staderini in Rome, Italy. Beside the normal stamps,
following common practice, the printer also prepared a few hundred sets of deluxe presentation sheets and
a few hundred sets of imperforate stamps. After the stamps were printed in early 1967, the printer sent
them to the Vietnam General Post Office by sea mail. When the stamps arrived at the Saigon port, one
package of the 0d50 denominated imperforate stamps and deluxe sheets was stolen. Afterwards, deluxe
sheets appeared in the stamp market. I remember I bought about 100 of the deluxe sheets and sold them to
a stamp dealer, J. & H. Stolow Inc., who sold new issues in New York City. Similarly, the imperforate
surfaced in the stamp market. When you could find them, they were all perforated by a sewing machine.
People who bought them usually used them as postage. Unfortunately, no covers have been found with the
stamps used before the official first date of issue. As far as I know, only this piece has survived. ∞

Complete Sets of Early Vietnam First Day Covers
Lu G. Pham
I would like to share with our fellow collectors these two early first day covers. I got these items from a
friend at the Vietnam Embassy in Tokyo in the 1960's. Normally, these South Vietnam issues appeared in
incomplete sets (i.e., short sets). In my collection are two pairs of covers with complete sets including all
the high values.
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Complete Sets of Early Vietnam First Day Covers

Figure 1. As evidenced by the name and address on the cover, the Crown Prince Bao Long (Scott 20-26)
first day cover was prepared specifically for a collector. (This one of a pair of covers.)

Figure 2. The President Diem cover (Scott 39-50) first day covers were prepared by an official of the
Presidential Palace in Saigon as evidenced by the Seal of the Palace and distributed to a few high ranking
officials in some of the Vietnam Embassies abroad. (Again, this one of a pair of covers.) ∞
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International Postal Day and Letter Writing Week 2002
John Carroll
Each year on the 9th of October from 1996 to 2000, Vietnam held a “postage free” day to
commemorate the founding anniversary of the Universal Postal Union. Thierry Wiart’s article on the 1999
event was covered in ICP #148. Domestic letters mailed on “9-10” received special postal markings and
were charged no fee (The normal postage rate during that entire period was 400 dong). On 1 July 2001
Vietnam increased the domestic letter rate to 800 dong in an effort to curb postal losses. By coincidence or
not, the postage free event was not held that year.
In October of 2002, “International Postal Day” was revived but with some significant differences from
the previous years as indicated in the following local flyer with approximate translation given below.

“PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT - CONCERNING REDUCTION OF USUAL POSTAGE FEE ON
THE INTERNATIONAL POSTAL DAY 9/10 - On the International Postal Day 9/10 the Vietnam Posts
and Telecommunications Corporation will reduce by 50% the fee for letters sent to any address inside the
country weighing less than 20 grams “Letter writing week” - From 9/10/2002 to 13/10/2002 - POST
OFFICE CITY OF NHA TRANG ANNOUNCEMENT”
During the specified 5 day period, domestic letters were charged 400 dong, or 50 percent of the normal
rate. The special markings commemorating International Postal Day were applied to covers in various
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International Postal Day and Letter Writing Week 2002
towns not just on 9/10, but on all 5 days. Both old and new types of markings can be found (many were
locally produced). Following are some examples of markings from different post offices applied on each
of the 5 days.

(
9-10-02 Cho Chieu (Lao Cai)

11-10-02 To Hien Thanh (TP HCM)

10-10-02 Tran Cao Van (Da Nang)

12-10-02 My Lam (Tuyen Quang)

13-10-02 No Trang Long (TP HCM)
“Letter writing week” refers to the international letter writing competition for young people sponsored
by the UPU which Vietnam promotes on a local level. The following unusual cover has a letter writing
week cachet prepared by the Youth Stamp Club of Khanh Hoa, postmarked Hoang Hoa Tham 57009. The
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International Postal Day and Letter Writing Week 2002
particular boxed red marking commemorating International Postal Day is also found on covers from other
Nha Trang area post offices.

”Letter Writing Week” cover
These items illustrate yet another interesting dimension of Vietnam’s modern postal history. They
demonstrate that collectors are not restricted to old (and expensive) material in exploring the fascinating
aspects of Indochinese postal history. ∞
Codes on Stamp Essays
Ron Bentley
Ken Thompson's article in this issue explaining the printing codes used to prepare the stamps of Laos
prompted me to get out some essays lurking in a corner of my collection to see if I could break their code.
An example of the one of the essays is shown in Figure 1. At the top of the sheet is the control punch of
printing works. (For more information on control punches, see "Lao Specialty Items" in ICP 156).
The central image is the 15 cent Local Currency Native Woman design in the issued colors. At the top
of the image, "HOI-HAO" is overprinted with black ink. Only Kouang Cho Wan issued the overprinted
Local Currency Native Women stamps. All the other auxiliary post offices in China had closed before this
issue was released.
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Codes on Stamp Essays

Figure 1. Essay with numbers written in pencil at bottom right.
At the lower right is a combination of numbers written in pencil. It is these numbers that are the
mystery. Figure 2 shows two designs of the 15 cent value that differ only in the color of the overprint. As
shown in Figure 2, there are three numbers on each essay. For the essay show in Figure 1, the numbers
are 207/608 605. An essay the same in every respect except the color of the overprint has numbers
207/608 412. Thus, it seems that the last three numbers relate to the color of the overprint.
Blowups from another pair of essays are also included in Figure 2. These stamps are the 40 cent Local
Currency Native Women with "MONGTSEU" overprints. Again, one is overprinted in black and the other
is overprinted in red. With these essays, there are four numbers written in pencil. The numbers are
414/618/2011 412 in both cases! Hence, the "theory" that one of the numbers corresponds to the color of
the overprint does not hold true with these examples. A mystery remains for you the readers to solve. ∞
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Codes on Stamp Essays

Figure 2. Expanded Portions of Essays
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Printing Codes of Indochinese Postal Stationery
Ron Bentley
David Taylor-Smith recently explained to me what the code numbers on Indochinese postal stationery
mean. Having collected this area for thirty years, I had never heard a satisfactory explanation until David
enlightened me. Some examples of the code numbers are shown in Figure 1.
In the Higgins & Gage catalog, they are referred to as "control numbers." In the French ACEP catalog,
the number is called "date de fabrication." The latter is more correct, but how does one get the date from a
three digit number?

Figure 1. Postal card with control number 046 and lettercard with control number 047 were both printed in
the same year, 1900.
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Printing Codes of Indochinese Postal Stationery
As David explained it to me, the first digit of the three is the last digit of the year of the printing. For
instance, "1" could stand for "1901," "1911," "1921",' etc. The second two digits represent the week of the
year. Hence, the second two digits go from "01" to "52." As shown in Table I, this explanation fits all the
stationery items listed for Indochina.
Table I. Summary of Postal Stationery Items with Printing Codes
Higgins &
Gage No.

ACEP
Number

Description

Printing Codes

4

CP 4

10c red on green

046

5

CP 5

10c + 10c red on blue

048

A3

CL 3

15c gray on light gray

047

A4

CL 4

25c blue on pink

049

A11

CL 11

10c on 15c gray on light gray

047

B4

EN 8

15c gray on greenish

047

B5

EN 9

25c ultramarine on pink

049

B9

EN 17

5c green on white laid paper

422, 437, 439

B10

EN 18

10c rose on greenish w/ return address in upper left

723, 726

B14

EN 22

10c red & black on greenish

849

B14a

EN 23

10c red & black on greenish

851

B21

EN 35

5c green & black on white laid paper 107 x 71 mm

640, 715, 740

B22

EN 36

10c red & black on white, inside flap colored lilac,
122 x 96 mm,

621, 629, 641

B22a

EN 37

10c red & black on white, inside flap colored lilac,
146 x 112 mm

621, 622, 623, 628, 642,
652, 701

B26

EN 42

2 CENTS on 5c green & black on white laid paper

843, 022

B27

EN 43

4 CENTS on 10c red & black on white, inside flap
colored lilac,

811, 812, 813, 815, 816

B33

EN 50

1 CENT brown & black on white laid paper, thick
"CENT"

206, 236, 246

B35

EN 52

5 CENTS rose & black

422, 439

Thanks for sharing your knowledge, David. ∞
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